IT'S TRENDING: 10 EXAMPLES OF THE
CONTEMPORARY RATTAN&WICKER VIBE

Ra#an has been popping up as
a material in interior and design
project for some 7me but
the contemporary ra#an
vibe has u#erly exploded now.
We simply see it everywhere.
And when we say ‘everywhere’ ,
we mean that even Zara Home
has started a small collec7on
now.
Either applied as a decora7ve
embellishment to furniture or
using an almost “total look”
eﬀect, ra#an is part of our
everyday aesthe7c scenario
these days.

Many reasons lay behind the
choice for this material. The
ﬁrst can be traced to the
easiness ra#an can adapt to
diﬀerent objects and spaces,
enriching the eﬀect with
individuality and meaning for
the long-7me craM heritage it
relates to. Also, ra#an adds a
tac7le yet light, elegantly
natural feeling, in par7cular
when used as cover material for
par77ons or large surfaces.
Let’s see now 10 examples of
what we consider is trending
right now.
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Utu soulful lighGng is the
response to an urge to create
ligh7ng solu7ons that enrich
spaces with individuality and
meaning.
Monaco is a sculptural
suspension light.

Designer

Utu Soulful Ligh7ng

Brand

Monaco ligh7ng
collec7on for Utu
Lamps

The light features a metal
structure, with glass spheres
encasing ligh7ng elements
and decora7ve metal drums
covered with ra#an, resul7ng in
an abstract shape that
resembles a mobile sculpture.

Photography Courtesy of Utu Lamps
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Valencia-based crea7ve studio
Masquespacio has completed
one of their latest interior
design project for Kaikaya, the
ﬁrst Nippo-Brazilian restaurant
in Valencia, Spain. The
restaurant’s founder is a
Valencian almost converted into
a Brazilian who dreamt to open
the ﬁrst sushi tropical spot in
town.

Designer

Masquespacio

Brand

Kaikaya Restaurant

Masquespacio's interior design
shows a refreshing
combina7on of Japanese
a#ributes with elements of
Brazilian tropicalismo.

Photography Luis Beltran
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The cultural blend is “bringing
the fusion of tradi7onal and
methodic Japan with the
tropical and exo7c,
contemporary Brazil to the
center of Valencia”.
Wood and raﬃa elements refer
to Japan. Instead, the colorful
pa#erns of mosaic 7les, parrots
and an overwhelming jungle of

plants refer to the Brazilian
world.
Great raﬃa circles, a reference
to the hats used during the rice
collec7on, welcome us in the
restaurant. The scale of these
elements works as a
counterbalance to the explosive
colorful mosaic 7les and
tropical plants.
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RÖ Skin’s owners asked
O’Sullivan Skoufoglou
Architects space with an
iden7ty rooted in the Stamford.
Typically, the space is divided
into the store at the front with
the more private ac7vi7es of
the treatment rooms located
deeper in the medieval block.
The concept is based on

Designer

O’Sullivan Skoufoglou
Architects

Brand

RÖ Skin

Photography

Ståle Eriksen

tradi7onal apothecaries and
their age-old prac7ces.
Cane mesh was chosen to allow
transparency, light and visual
connec7on as well as to echo
the famous Stamford woolen
mesh cloth known as Haberget,
produced during the Middle
Ages.
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Wiener GTV Design’s collec7on
of upholstery suggests a new
concept of comfort designed by
GamFratesi, the Italian-Danish
designer duo S7ne Gam and
Enrico Fratesi. TARGA is a
family consis7ng of an elegant
two-seater sofa and armchair
furniture projects.
The collec7on is further
enriched with the new modular
sofa, ideal for a more in7mate
and collected sociability even in

contract space, as well as for
residen7al environments.
All elements of the brand’s
tradi7on contribute to
characterize the contour
design: the curved beech
structure supports the large
seat cushion and padded back
that ﬁnishes with an edge made
of Vienna straw in which the
ellipsoidal element is inserted,
the plate, that gives the design
its name.

Designer

Targa Modular Sofa by
Gamfratesi

Brand

Gebrueder Thonet Vienna

Photography

Courtesy of Gebrueder Thonet
Vienna
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The following project deserves
an extra men7on because of
the beauty of the bags and for
the message behind its
crea7on.

session- process to create these
luxury handbags and learn the
business process behind the
launch of a product in the
fashion and luxury sector.

“The luxury of 21” is a
pioneering and exemplary
project of the commitment in
the ﬁeld of luxury and fashion
to diversity in society.
Three people with diﬀerent
abili7es worked through a 10

The three bags synthesize
experience, search for
excellence and a sine qua
non, that embodies the
crea7vity, spontaneity, and
personality of the protagonists.

Designer

María Iglesias, Teresa
Geisser, Eva Juárez

Brand

“El lujo del 21” by
Magalie

Photography Courtesy by Magalie
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It shows how the inclusion of
people with Down Syndrome or
intellectual disability within the
fashion universe is possible and
desirable.
The en7re beneﬁts from the
selling of the units will be given
to the authors, Teresa, Eva and
Maria, and DOWN SPAIN
associa7on.
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Marcante-Testa surprises with
another beau7ful interiors project.
The project calls for the
renova7on of an apartment in
Milan, with windows facing an
internal garden. The visual
rela7onship with nature was the
guiding mo7va7on behind the
choice of this place on the part of
the client. Materials like wicker,
Vienna straw and linen that form

Designer

Marcante-Testa

Project

Milan Apartment “LE
TEMPS RETROUVÉ”

Photography

Courtesy of MarcanteTesta

seats, accessorized dividers,
wardrobe doors, the fake marble
laminate of the kitchen table, the
wicker headboards of the beds,
join forces to s7mulate memories
of spaces, reinterpreted here and
rendered func7onal for
contemporary needs.
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The new Spoj
Valcucine showroom in Porta
Venezia, Milan focuses on the
reconﬁgura7on of the exis7ng
space on three levels. Par7cular
care has gone into the choice of
the materials, sugges7ng an
interpreta7on of possible
scenarios for the kitchen
environment. Con7nuity and
ﬂuidity between the kitchens

Designer

Marcante-Testa

Brand

Spoj-Valcucine
Showroom

Photography

Courtesy of MarcanteTesta

and the architectural space are
also made possible through the
bespoke design of the luminous
paneling on the ceiling in wood
and Vienna straw (Gebrüder
Thonet Vienna), crea7ng
constant interac7ons between
the world of decor and that of
facings and ﬁnishes.
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Sisterhood is one of Tasmania’s
newest hospitality oﬀerings,
located in the waterfront
suburb of Sandy Bay, Hobart.
Wan7ng to put the exci7ng
new all-day eatery on the map,
Biasol designed a warm, invi7ng
and textured environment with
boho charm inspired by a
recent trip to the tropical
paradise of Tulum.
Accommoda7ng takeaway,
dine-in, large groups and furry
friends, Sisterhood oﬀers

Designer

Biasol

Brand

Sisterhood

openness for the sense of
community as well as cozier
areas for solace. The interior
layers textures and earthy tones
to create an elegant and
calming space that reﬂects the
coastal loca7on and imbues a
sense of nostalgia for a holiday
escape. Timber and ra#an have
warmth; dark emerald is
inspired by Tulum’s rainforests,
and burnt-orange evokes
Tasmania’s coastline.

Photography Adam Gibson
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Designer

Design Studio MAOOM

Brand

Coﬀee Nap Roasters
2nd in Seoul

Photography Soulgraph Jin Seonggi
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Piani by Patricia Urquiola for
Edi7ons Milan is a collec7on of
li#le furniture where cane is
interpreted in an innova7ve
way.

contemporaneity to each piece.
Piani comprises a side table, a
console and a book shelf.

A special iridescent lacquering
adds unique versa7lity and

Designer

Piani by Patricia
Urquiola

Project

Edi7ons Milan

Photography Paola Pansini
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Oﬃce Coastline designed the
new tea house for the lifestyle
brand Genshang, in
downtown Shanghai. The client
wishes to have a place for the
slow life in contrast with the
daily fast-paced life. We
approached the project by

Designer

Oﬃce Coastline

Project

Gengshang

Photography

Alessandro Wang (incl.
next image)

making a gentle sequence, from
the entrance shop, long tea bar,
dining area to the lounge room
at the end. The cane material
here creates a soMer, more
domes7c, as well as invi7ng
ambiance.
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A brief
historical
background

A liZle history about the material.
Wicker and ra#an are two terms
that commonly are confused and
very oMen used interchangeably.
While ra#an is a material, wicker
is a technique used to
manufacture items out of natural
elements, such as willow, rush,
rush, ra#an core and even
synthe7c ones.
Wicker has been used for
millennia by man. It seems the
ﬁrst known use of wicker was in
ancient Egypt circa 3000 B.C.
where archaeologists have found
furniture made from reeds and
swamp grasses.
Wicker was appreciated by the
Romans for its simplicity and the
style of wicker furniture.
During the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, its
popularity grew in Europe.
Also, it was in this 7me that
European explorers traveling to
Southeast Asia discovered a
similar yet stronger and more
durable material, ra#an.

Ra#an is a type of material that is
used in wicker weaves. It comes
from the Malay word rotan and it
is the name for roughly 600
species of old world climbing
palms.
Their climbing habit is associated
with the characteris7cs of its
ﬂexible woody stem that makes
ra#an a liana rather than a true
wood.
In the early 20th century, interest
in wicker furniture began to
decline due as the demand was
moving towards less decorated
designs un7l a resurgence in
popularity during the 1960s-70s.
Today, the use of ra#an and
wicker has seen an increase in
popularity among designers and
customers. This is mainly related
to the desire to introduce warmer
materials and texture within the
domes7c or workspace.

Also, it is the par7cular
reference to nature and “slow
life memories” hat these
materials bring with them, the
elements that make ra#an and
wicker so interes7ng.
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